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Insurance jargon can be confusing, leading to misconceptions — which your employees want to avoid when it 
comes to something as important as life insurance.

In a way, guaranteed-issue life insurance and underwriting are two sides of the same coin — connected but 
opposite. 

Insurance basics: Guaranteed issue vs. insurance underwriting
Regardless of whether it deals with life insurance or other types of insurance, guaranteed issue is exactly what it 
sounds like — a guaranteed issuance of a policy. With guaranteed issue, applicants cannot be denied coverage 
because of their health. It enables people with preexisting medical issues to obtain life and health insurance, which 
their conditions might preclude them from otherwise.¹

Underwriting is the other side of the coin. This is how insurance companies evaluate their risk, whether for life 
insurance, health insurance, home, auto or anything else. It helps them decide whether taking a chance on providing 
coverage to a specific person or business is likely to be profitable. To make this calculation, an underwriter looks at 
all of the information provided by an insurance agent or broker, often including the would-be policyholder’s credit 
rating, and evaluates whether the company is willing to take the gamble. If it is, the underwriter sets the insurance 
premium that will be charged in exchange for the company taking on this risk.² 

For life insurance underwriting in particular, risk is assessed based on the potential policyholder’s age, health, 
lifestyle, occupation, family medical history, hobbies and activities, and other factors as determined by the 
underwriter. This underwriting then results in either approval — along with a range of coverage amounts, prices, 
exclusions and conditions — or rejection.³ 

How guaranteed issue affects you and your employees
Under the Affordable Care Act, all health insurance policies with effective dates of January 2014 and later must be 
sold on a guaranteed-issue basis. Gone are the days when health insurers could base eligibility for coverage on 
an applicant’s medical history. Further, preexisting conditions can no longer be excluded from new plans. And the 
ACA doesn’t just help individuals — it helps employers too, as it allows more flexibility in how large group coverage 
rates are determined.¹ But the ACA relates to health insurance. Life insurance is another ballgame.
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Life insurance is not required to be guaranteed-issue. As a result, guaranteed-issue life insurance is typically 
purchased by people who don’t qualify for other life insurance policies — which makes sense, considering its
pros and cons.

On the pros side, guaranteed-issue life insurance is easy to apply for, with no mandatory medical exam and no 
health screening questions. Cons include lower coverage amounts compared with underwritten policies, and the 
fact that beneficiaries won’t receive the full death benefit if the policyholder dies within two to three years of buying 
the policy (unless it’s an accidental death). Additionally, relative to other types of life insurance, prices can be high 
for the amount of coverage they provide.⁴  

For example, if a 70-year-old woman bought a guaranteed-life insurance policy with $20,000 in coverage, she’d 
pay about $18,700 over 10 years. If she got a whole life insurance policy for the same coverage amount, she’d pay 
only about $12,400 over 10 years.⁴

The impact of insurance underwriting
Underwriters serve as the gatekeepers to some forms of life insurance you and your employees may seek. Not 
only do they decide who gets approved and who doesn’t, but they also determine the terms of coverage for those 
they approve, making decisions according to what’s front of mind in every aspect of underwriting: risk. Their risk 
evaluation is what keeps insurance companies stable.

Undecided on what kind of life insurance to explore? Learn more about Aflac’s whole life, term 
life and guaranteed-issue life insurance options — then contact your Aflac benefits advisor at 
Aflac.com/business.
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In Arkansas, Idaho, Oklahoma and Virginia, Policies: ICC1368100, ICC1368200, ICC1368300, ICC1368400, ICC1368050, ICC1368051, ICC1368052, ICC1368053, 
ICC1368054, ICC1368055. ICC18B60C10, ICC18B60100, ICC18B60200, ICC18B60300, & ICC18B60400.

Aflac coverage is underwritten by Aflac. 
Coverage may not be available in all states, including New York. Benefits/premium rates may vary based on state and plan levels. Optional riders may be 
available at an additional cost. Policies/riders have limitations and exclusions that may affect benefits payable. For complete details, including availability and 
costs, please contact your local Aflac benefits advisor.
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